Magellan Gasoline Detergents
Keropur® Fuel
Performance
Packages

Premium Performance
Excellent detergency
Formulated to eliminate valve stick
Chlorine free process
Unique water white appearance
No incompatibility, stability, or issues with ethanol blended fuels
Scalability (same product for LAC, TOP TIER, and clean up)
High Potency PIBA with polyether synthetic carrier
Excellent PFI, IVD, GDI, and CCD performance

Keropur® AP 205-20 Scalability
Keropur® AP 205 Treat Rate:
Keep fuel injectors and IVDs clean

(ASTM D5500, ASTM D6201, ASTM 5598)

Corrosion protection
(NACE TM0172-93)

Reduce emissions / optimize fuel economy

(FTP clean up emissions test, HWFET clean up emissions test)

Improved vehicle performance
(Driveability test via SAE 872117)

Quicker and easier starting
Less hesitation and smoother acceleration
Clean up GDI injectors
Clean up IVDs

24.0 ptb

58.0 ptb

58.8 ptb

70.0 ptb

90.0 ptb

Keropur® effectively protects against steel corrosion
(approved for blends containing up to 25% Vol% of ethanol)
without Keropur®
with Keropur®

Keropur® packages are designed to guarantee
no impact or even improve phase separation

Gasoline

Interface
Water

Even modern fuel blends can form intake
system deposits

Spray hold of
GDI engine

Intake Valve
Deposits (IVD)

Keropur® packages are stable in Ethanol blends

58 ptb (Top Tier™)
Keropur® AP 205-20 In E30

116 ptb (2X Top Tier™)
Keropur® AP 205-20 In E30

PASS

PASS

Deposits in
intake port

Keropur® protects against intake system deposits
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The data contained in this publication are based on our current knowledge and experience. In view of the many factors that may affect processing and
application of our product, these data do not relieve processors from carrying out their own investigations and tests; neither do these data imply any guarantee of certain properties, nor the suitability of the product for a specific purpose. Any descriptions, drawings, photographs, data, proportions, weights etc.
given herein may change without prior information and do not constitute the agreed contractual quality of the product. The agreed contractual quality of the
product results exclusively from the statements made in the product specification. It is the responsibility of the recipient of our products to ensure that any
proprietary rights and existing laws and legislation are observed. When handling these products, advice and information given in the safety data sheet must
be complied with. Further, protective and workplace hygiene measures adequate for handling chemicals must be observed. (01/2019)
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